MEETING DATE: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2019

LOCATION: S. H. BLAKE MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
(Council Chambers)

TIME: 6:30 P.M.
OPEN SESSION in the S.H. Blake Memorial Auditorium at 6:30 p.m.

City Council (Public Meeting)
Chair: Mayor B. Mauro

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST

CONFIRMATION OF AGENDA

Confirmation of Agenda - November 18, 2019 - City Council (Public Meeting) (Page 3)

With respect to the November 18, 2019 City Council (Public Meeting), we recommend that the agenda as printed, including any additional information and new business, be confirmed.

PUBLIC MEETING PROCEDURES

CITY COUNCIL (PUBLIC MEETING)

New Airport Community Improvement Plan

Report No. R 164/2019 (Development & Emergency Services - Planning Services) providing information relative to the recent interest in development opportunities on Airport lands and in the Community Improvement Planning process. (Pages 4 – 29)

A Community Improvement Plan is a specific planning tool developed to focus municipal initiatives in target areas that are in transition, or in need of repair, rehabilitation and redevelopment. Once a plan is in place, grants or loans can be offered to pay for the whole or any part of the cost of development or redevelopment.

1. THAT with respect to Report No. 164/2019, the Community Improvement Plan for the Thunder Bay International Airport be approved;

2. THAT the Airport Development Grant Program described in the Community Improvement Plan be introduced;
3. THAT the Planning Services Division and the Finance Division allocate resources to administer the Program;

4. THAT the City’s annual budget account for the Airport Development Grant Program as required;

5. THAT the General Manager of the Development & Emergency Services Department or his or her designate, be delegated authority to make decisions on applications submitted under the Airport Development Grant Program;

6. THAT an applicant may appeal the General Manager’s Decision to Council;

7. AND THAT the necessary by-laws be presented for ratification

ADJOURNMENT
MEETING DATE  18/11/2019 (mm/dd/yyyy)

SUBJECT  Confirmation of Agenda

SUMMARY

Confirmation of Agenda - November 18, 2019 - City Council (Public Meeting)

RECOMMENDATION

With respect to the November 18, 2019 City Council (Public Meeting), we recommend that the agenda as printed, including any additional information and new business, be confirmed.
RECOMMENDATION

1. THAT with respect to Report No. 164/2019, the Community Improvement Plan for the Thunder Bay International Airport be approved;

2. THAT the Airport Development Grant Program described in the Community Improvement Plan be introduced;

3. THAT the Planning Services Division and the Finance Division allocate resources to administer the Program;

4. THAT the City’s annual budget account for the Airport Development Grant Program as required;

5. THAT the General Manager of the Development & Emergency Services Department or his or her designate, be delegated authority to make decisions on applications submitted under the Airport Development Grant Program;

6. THAT an applicant may appeal the General Manager’s Decision to Council;

7. AND THAT the necessary by-laws be presented for ratification

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent interest in development opportunities on Airport lands and in the Community Improvement Planning process have lead to the discussions presented in this Report.

A Community Improvement Plan is a specific planning tool developed to focus municipal initiatives in target areas that are in transition, or in need of repair, rehabilitation, development, and redevelopment. Once a plan is in place, grants or loans can be offered to pay for the whole or any part of the cost of development or redevelopment.
A Community Improvement Plan and a financial incentive program (tax increment grant) currently exist to encourage aerospace development at the Thunder Bay International Airport. While the current Plan has been effective in advancing development at the Airport, there are some limitations to the type of development that is eligible to receive a grant under the program. Given changes in legislation and best practices, as well as the approaching sunset of the existing Plan, it is timely to introduce a new updated Community Improvement Plan and Grant Program. Providing financial support for development at the Airport is seen as an important incentive to position Thunder Bay in the highly competitive aerospace market.

**DISCUSSION**

- **Legislative and Policy Framework**

  Section 28 of the *Planning Act* allows municipalities with provisions in their official plans relating to community improvement to designate by by-law a Community Improvement Project Area, and to prepare a Community Improvement Plan. Community Improvement Plans are a specific planning tool developed to focus attention on local priorities and municipal initiatives in target areas that are in transition, or in need of repair, rehabilitation, development, and redevelopment. A community improvement approach is a flexible, comprehensive, coordinated and strategic framework for dealing with development and revitalization. The *Planning Act* also allows for the establishment of programs which empower the City to offer incentives for development in these project areas, and provides the legislative basis and context for the implementation of these programs.

  The City's Official Plan contains policies with respect to community improvement and encourages private property owners to upgrade, rehabilitate, or redevelop their buildings or land holdings in accordance with the policies of the Plan.

- **Community Improvement Plan**

  The Thunder Bay International Airport Community Improvement Plan (Airport CIP) was first adopted by City Council in August 2003 and approved by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs in August 2004. The Plan allowed the City to offer incentives for development at the Airport through the rehabilitation of existing buildings and lands in need of rehabilitation.

  In June 2006, Private Members Bill PR6 received royal assent and came into effect. This Act allowed for an expanded view of eligible “rehabilitation” grants to include greenfield development but limited that development to development related to aerospace. Following this Act, a new Airport CIP was presented to City Council, which introduced the Aerospace Tax Increment-Based Grant Program which reflected the change in legislation. This Plan was intended to complement, not replace, the 2004 Airport CIP and the incentive programs established through that Plan. The 2006 Airport CIP was adopted by City Council in November 2006 and approved by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs in December 2006.
The Airport Tax Increment-Based Grant Program and the Airport Development Grant/Loan Program introduced in the 2004 Airport CIP expired after December 2015. The Aerospace Tax Increment-Based Grant Program introduced in the 2006 CIP expires after December 2020.

In October 2006, Bill 51, the Planning and Conservation Land Statute Law Amendment Act received royal assent. This Bill expanded the definition of “community improvement” to include “construction” under Section 28 of Planning Act. This was similar to the Private Members Bill PR6, in that it expanded the eligible costs of grants and incentive programs established through a Community Improvements Plan to include new construction. However, this could be applied to any Community Improvement Plan and was not restricted to aerospace-related developments. Since this change in legislation, many municipalities in Ontario have recognized new construction as a means to revitalize Community Improvement Project Areas and have adopted Community Improvements Plans which incentivize both redevelopment and new development in these areas.

With the expiry of the 2006 Airport CIP approaching, it is timely to reflect on the successes of the program it enabled, and to consider modifications that will promote continued development and redevelopment efforts in the future.

The newly developed Community Improvement Plan for Thunder Bay International Airport – Attachment A, presents an updated version of the previous Tax Increment Equivalent Grant which broadens the types of eligible developments and establishes a clear end date for the grant program.

Under the 2006 Airport CIP, Council chose not to impose an end date on the Grant Program. This means that recipients under that Program will continue to receive incremental tax rebates until the total amount of their investment has been recouped. Given the value of investment and the amount of taxes rebated annually, these grants will continue for another 57 to 89 years.

A review of best practices and consultation with the Thunder Bay International Airports Authority Inc. (the 'Airport Authority') all helped to inform the development of the new Plan. In keeping with the Provincial Policy Statement (2014) and the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario (2011), the Plan recognizes the Airport’s strong role in the City’s economy and identifies transportation, aviation and aerospace as a priority sector for growth and diversification in our community.

- **Project Area**

The Project Area, which was designated by By-law 155-2003 is generally bounded by Arthur Street on the north, Highway 61 on the east, the Canadian Pacific Railway lines on the south, and the Neebing River on the west. Figure 1 of the Community Improvement Plan shows the full extents of the Project Area.

- **Airport Development Grant Program**

The Airport Community Improvement Plan will empower the City to offer incentives for development and redevelopment at the Airport. To accomplish this goal, the City will introduce
the Airport Development Grant Program which builds upon the success of the previous Airport Tax Increment-Based Grant Program while expanding the range of eligible projects.

To improve flexibility and continue to encourage development and redevelopment within the Project Area, the definition of aerospace-related shall be broadened from the definition used in the previous plan. The previous plan defined aerospace-related as “an activity related to the designing, engineering, manufacturing, movement, storage, or maintenance of aerospace equipment or of components of such equipment.” This definition has proven to be restrictive, sometimes excluding appropriate airport-related developments from being eligible for the program. New legislation and changes in best practices that have occurred since the previous plan allow for the modifications to the aerospace-related definition. The proposed program will use the following definition, which will expand the range of eligible works to include uses directly associated with or directly related to the operation of an airport.

The Airport Development Grant Program will provide grants to property owners who undertake the development or redevelopment of their properties that would result in a re-assessment of the properties. The amount of the grant would be determined based upon the incremental increase in the municipal taxes that result from the work being done. The total amount of the grant provided would not exceed the value of the work done that resulted in the re-assessment. "Municipal taxes" under this program refers to only the general portion of municipal taxes and does not include any other taxes or amounts, including but not limited to, education taxes, and all urban service and special area rate levies such as public transportation.

The grant amount for this program would equal 100% of the increased municipal portion of property taxes in each year of the program. It is recommended that all eligible development receive rebates for a maximum of 25 years. Following the 25 year grant period, the property owner/tenant will be required to pay the full amount of the taxes without a rebate. This program is very similar to the program that was in effect under the previous Community Improvement Plan, but imposes an end date. The advantage to an incremental tax rebate is that, from a financing perspective, the taxes are rebated once they have been paid by the owner. Forgiving the incremental increases in taxes is an ideal way to provide incentives because it does not erode the existing tax base and the incentives are self-financing. However, the City must still recognize and collect these incremental taxes and budget for the corresponding “grant backs”, on an annual basis to account for the assessment growth that is not actually being realized.

If $1,000,000 were to be invested in aerospace related development at the Airport, and as a result its assessment rose by exactly the same amount (1,000,000), and if the development were assessed as a commercial use, at the current tax rate, the general portion of the municipal taxes would increase by $26,275 per year. If the amount and duration of the of the grant were to be as set out in the proposed Community Improvement Plan, and if there were no increases in taxes, a total of $656,875 would be granted back over the 25 year grant period.

- **Delegation of Authority**

It is recommended that decisions on Airport Development Grant Program applications and the allocation of funds be delegated to staff. This is the approach that has been employed with all of
the City’s Community Improvement Plans. In many cases developers require assurances by the City, with respect to the acceptance of applications, when proposals are still in preliminary and very confidential stages. Also, in order that the Grant Program serve as an effective marketing tool, it is important that as much uncertainty as possible be removed from the process. To present applications to Council for approval could undermine the effectiveness of the program.

**CONSULTATION**

A draft of the Community Improvement Plan was circulated to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing in late August for their review and comment. To date, a response has not been received. Although the Ministry is not the approval authority for Community Improvement Plans the City is required to consult on the preparation of the Plan and provide an opportunity for review.

Both the Thunder Bay International Airports Authority Inc. (TBIAA) and the Community Economic Development Corporation (CEDC) were consulted during the preparation of the Plan.

The TBIAA advises that it continues to work actively towards new development at the Airport and the diversification of activities. 49 companies have been contacted regarding development at the Airport since 2004. Although there have only been three recipients of the previous Plan’s Grant Program, the incentives offered were instrumental in securing the over $5 million of investment made. The nature of aviation development is globally competitive and the financial incentives offered through the Community Improvement Plan’s Grant Program assist in positioning Thunder Bay’s Airport competitively.

The CEDC aims to influence and strengthen Thunder Bay and regional infrastructure by working with the TIBAA and other local agencies to expand infrastructure to support Northwestern Ontario growth in supply services, tourism, and other sectors. The CEDC recognizes that as more economic development and climate change impacts occur to the north, the airport will become more important to the economy of Thunder Bay. Thunder Bay is the hub for health care, services, and supply and labour to a lot of Northwestern Ontario. Facilities to support this role and becoming more of a bedroom community for this growth requires suitable infrastructure at the airport. As such, CEDC is working to help existing businesses at the airport grow and attract new ones.

The CEDC’s Strategic Action Plan aligns with this Community Improvement Plan as it aims to grow and diversify the economy of Thunder Bay and recognizes aviation as a key development cluster for Thunder Bay.

Additional letters of support were received from the following:

- Wisk Air Helicopters
- Levaero Aviation Inc.
- Thunder Bay Chamber of Commerce
- Confederation College
Wisk Air Helicopters and Levaero Aviation Inc. are recipients of the incentives provided under the current tax rebate program. Both companies wrote in support of the proposed Airport Community Improvement Plan. Wisk Air Helicopters indicates that the program impacted their decision to locate in Thunder Bay. They also anticipate future expansion and would prefer to locate at the Thunder Bay Airport. Levaero Aviation Inc. states that without the Tax Rebate Program, they would not have located in Thunder Bay. Like Wisk Air Helicopters, Levaero Aviation Inc. anticipates future expansion. Their preference would be to locate new facilities at the Thunder Bay Airport. They note that the continuation of the tax rebate program would likely ensure that.

The Thunder Bay Chamber of Commerce recognizes the Airport Community Improvement Plan as an important incentive to investment and growth of Thunder Bay’s aviation sector. They offer their full support of the program.

Confederation College has a strong aviation program which leads well into expanding aviation services and capabilities at the airport. Confederation College offered their support for the Plan and noted that aviation growth helps them with increased enrollment potential, meaningful co-op placements, and clear career paths. Future expansion of the College’s aviation program would be supported by the Airport Community Improvement Plan.

**FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS**

Costs associated with the Airport Development Grant Program would be self-financing as the grants would be equal to the amount that municipal taxes increase as a result of eligible works.

Based on the three developments receiving rebates under the previous 2006 Airport Community Improvement Plan, the City is currently forgoing approximately $80,000 a year in taxes.

Assuming that this new Plan is successful in attracting a similar level of investment, the City can expect to forgo up to an additional $100,000 (approximately) in municipal taxes annually that would otherwise be collected as a result of growth. This would represent an increase to the operating budget of approximately $100,000 annually, and over the course of the 25 year program would amount to $2,500,000.

Given that construction and reassessment typically take more than a year to complete, impacts on the annual budget will not take affect until 2021 at the earliest.

**CONCLUSION**

This Community Improvement Plan will support economic growth and economic development by allowing the City of Thunder Bay to grant back, for a period of time, incremental increases in the municipal portion of property taxes resulting from the introduction, expansion, or improvement of any airport related development at the Thunder Bay International Airport.
BACKGROUND

Since 2004 there have been three developments at the Airport that have accessed the current Tax Grant Program. These developments represent over $5 million worth of investment. To date, $545,753 has been rebated – approximately $80,000 per year. These rebates will continue for another 57 to 89 years as the current program did not impose an end date. Rebates will continue until the full value of the investment made by the Developer has been reimbursed.

Community Improvement Plans have also been developed for the Strategic Core Areas and the Port Authority Lands as they are identified as important to the City as a whole and deserving of special attention. Financial incentive programs have been developed in each of these areas, but were not funded in the 2019 Budget.

Through the Community Improvement planning process an area’s specific needs are evaluated and programs are developed to focus development, redevelopment and rehabilitation efforts. Typically, Community Improvement Project Areas are carefully selected to advance a City’s strategic and economic development initiatives. It is important that project areas have a link to the Corporation’s overall development strategy because the intent of a Community Improvement Plan is to direct development to these areas; potentially to the detriment of other areas where incentives do not exist.
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1.0 PLAN BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

Since 2004 the City of Thunder Bay has promoted the growth of aerospace development at the Thunder Bay International Airport through Community Improvement Plans. Financial Incentive Programs established by the Plans have assisted developers with the costs associated with construction and development.

This new Community Improvement Plan, represents a strong indication by City Council to the community-at-large, that the future health and vitality of the Thunder Bay International Airport is important to the City as a whole, and that this area is deserving of special attention. Recognition of this importance is set out in the Official Plan and its policies seek to enhance the Airport's operations.

The Airport is vital to the economy of the community and region. The Thunder Bay International Airport exists so there will be air-related transportation and business as a major contributor to regional economic growth. Thunder Bay International Airport is the third busiest airport in Ontario, serving an all time high of 869,404 passengers in 2018. Thunder Bay’s high eastbound volumes coupled with its discount carrier air schedule provide the best route network of any Canadian city with a population of fewer than one million. The Thunder Bay International Airport has become a centre for aerospace-related activities and provides sustainable air services for Northwestern Ontario.

This Community Improvement Plan is intended to build on the success of previous plans and to introduce an incentive program that reflects current legislation and best practices from throughout the province. This Plan provides for the establishment of a program which will empower the City to offer financial incentives for development, re-development, and rehabilitation of lands and buildings at the Airport. It also provides the legislative basis and context for the implementation of this program through the community improvement provisions of the Planning Act.

This Community Improvement Plan will be administered by the City's Development & Emergency Services Department, with assistance provided by various other Departments and Divisions. This Plan will be in effect until December 31, 2030.

1.2 Policy Framework

1.2.1 Planning Act and Provincial Policy Statement

Section 28 of the Planning Act allows municipalities with provisions in their official plans relating to community improvement to designate, by by-law, a Community Improvement Project Area. Once this is done, a municipality may prepare a Community Improvement Plan for the Community Improvement Project Area. Through this Community Improvement Plan, the City may engage in the following activities:

(a) Acquire, hold, clear, grade or otherwise prepare land for community improvement (subsection 28(3));
(b) Construct, repair, rehabilitate or improve buildings on land acquired or held by it in conformity with the Community Improvement Plan;

(c) Sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any land and buildings acquired or held by it in conformity with the Community Improvement Plan (subsection 28(6)); and

(d) Make grants or loans, in conformity with the Community Improvement Plan, to registered owners, assessed owners and tenants of lands and buildings within the Community Improvement Project Area, and to any person to whom such an owner or tenant has assigned the right to receive a grant or loan, to pay for the whole or any part of the eligible costs. (subsection 28(7)).

The 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides policy direction on matters of provincial interest related to land use planning and development.

The PPS indicates that planning for land uses in the vicinity of airports shall be undertaken so that the long-term operation and economic role of the airport is protected.

This Community Improvement Plan has been developed in accordance with Section 28 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, as amended and is consistent with the PPS.

The Project Area was designated as a Community Improvement Project Area, by By-law 155-2003, on July 14, 2003. A public meeting of Council to consider this Community Improvement Plan was held November 18, 2019, notice of which was published in The Chronicle-Journal on October 26, 2019.

1.2.2 Growth Plan for Northern Ontario

The 2011 Growth Plan for Northern Ontario (Growth Plan), prepared under the Places to Grow Act, 2005, is a comprehensive plan to co-ordinate economic development, infrastructure investment, labour, and land use in a way that recognizes the interconnectedness of the North’s people, communities, and environment.

The Growth Plan recognizes existing and emerging priority economic sectors in the North and identifies transportation, aviation and aerospace as a priority sector for growth and diversification.

The Plan identifies northern urban centres as the economic engines of their regions. One of the key reasons is that clusters form and thrive in urban areas where they can develop and expand into mature and globally competitive economic foundations. In Thunder Bay, the Airport is a key economic driver within the community and aviation presents significant growth potential for the community.

This Community Improvement Plan supports the Growth Plan’s vision for Thunder Bay’s transportation, aviation and aerospace economic sector by providing financial support to those making investments to develop or redevelop the airport lands for uses which directly relate to aerospace activity.
1.2.3 Thunder Bay International Airport Master Plan

The "Thunder Bay International Airport Master Plan" (the ‘Master Plan’) provides a recommended land use and development strategy that has been designed to carry the Airport into the future.

The Master Plan provides a contextual basis for the evaluation of future capital projects and development opportunities and will facilitate the decision process as the Airport Authority upgrades and expands the Airport's infrastructure, buildings, roads and maneuvering surfaces.

One of the stated objectives of the Master Plan is that co-operation between the Thunder Bay International Airports Authority Inc. (TBIAA) and the City of Thunder Bay continue with the intent of protecting Airport development and ensuring appropriate land use within the vicinity of the Airport. The Airport Community Improvement Plan seeks to reinforce this objective.

The Master Plan was referenced and TBIAA consulted in the preparation of this Community Improvement Plan. The Master Plan has been approved by the TBIAA and accepted by the Federal Ministry of Transportation.

1.2.4 Official Plan and Zoning By-law

The Project Area subject to this Community Improvement Plan is comprised of lands designated "Airport" and "Natural Heritage System" on Schedule "A", General Land Use, of the Official Plan. The majority of the lands are affected by existing site-specific paragraphs which zone the lands "AIR" - Airport Zone, "AIR-H" - Airport Zone Holding, "FD" - Future Development Zone, and "HL" - Hazard Land Zone under the previous Zoning By-law.

The use and development of lands designated as "Airport" are intended to support the safe and efficient operation of the Airport. The predominant use of lands within this designation are those directly associated with the operation of the Airport, including runways and taxiways, the terminal building, the air traffic control tower, and other aviation support facilities. Other uses permitted within the Airport designation, subject to an amendment to the Zoning By-law, include a range of commercial and light industrial uses that are not directly related to the operation of the airport, but support, or are compatible with, the operation of the airport, and meet the objectives of the Airport Community Improvement Plan and the Master Plan for the Thunder Bay International Airport.

It is intended that future development of the Airport area will provide increased opportunities for airport-related commercial and light industrial activities. It is also intended that future development recognize the commercial and industrial nature of the Airport, and the importance of the Airport to the economy of Thunder Bay and the region.

The City’s role as a transportation hub, including high quality and affordable air services and aviation-related businesses, is encouraged, maintained, and supported. Furthermore,
the City promotes a climate that supports entrepreneurship and business development and supports efforts to lead and coordinate programs and initiatives aimed at encouraging new investment and the generation of new employment and tax base expansion.

This Community Improvement Plan has been developed in conformity with the Community Improvement policies of the Official Plan.

1.2.5 Community Economic Development Commission (CEDC) Strategic Action Plan

The CEDC’s 2019-2022 Strategic Action Plan - Mission Possible: Agents of Change is a policy document that describes the vision and objectives to grow and diversify Thunder Bay’s economy over the next 3 years. The Strategic Action Plan aligns with this Community Improvement Plan as it aims to grow and diversify the economy of Thunder Bay and recognizes aviation as a key development cluster for Thunder Bay.

Through its Strategic Action Plan, CEDC has committed to work with partners to expand a highly productive and innovative economy ensuring it is diverse and globally effective. The CEDC aims to influence ideas to strengthen Thunder Bay and regional infrastructure by working with the Airport Authority and other local agencies to expand infrastructure to support Northwestern Ontario growth in supply services, tourism, and other sectors.

1.3 Project Area

The boundaries of the Community Improvement Project Area are shown on Figure 1. The project area is generally bounded by Arthur Street on the north, Highway 61 on the east, the Canadian Pacific Railway lines on the south, and the Neebing River on the west. Properties within the Project Area comprise federally owned land leased to the Thunder Bay International Airports Authority Inc.

The location of the Project Area is consistent with the City's Official Plan policies regarding the designation of Community Improvement Project Areas. The Project Area satisfies one or more of the following selection criteria in accordance with the Official Plan. These include:

(a) condition and adequacy of municipal infrastructure or services;
(b) condition and adequacy of municipal recreational services and facilities such as parks, arenas or community centres;
(c) condition and appearance of buildings or structures which require upgrading, rehabilitation, or redevelopment;
(d) presence of, and potential for, major open space areas with facilities that serve the entire community;
(e) presence of residential, commercial, industrial, or institutional areas which require streetscape and/or façade improvement;
(f) existence of, or potential for the establishment of, Business Improvement Areas;
(g) presence of vacant lots and/or commercial buildings;
(h) condition and adequacy of off-street parking facilities;
(i) need for transportation improvements, traffic realignment or establishing or improving connections to the active transportation network;
(j) presence of properties designated under the Heritage Act, including individual properties and Heritage Conservation Districts;
(k) presence of incompatible land uses;
(l) presence of soil contamination; and/or,
(m) opportunity to improve community safety

Specifically, it has been confirmed that (c), (g), (i) and (l) currently meet the criteria.

1.3.1 Existing Land Uses

The Project Area is comprised of a range of land uses associated with the operation of the Airport, including an airport, flying school, car rental agency, commercial parking lot, aviation training centre, and storage facilities. The project area is approximately 365 hectares (900 acres) in size. Figure 2 indicates the various lands uses at the Airport and the amount of land associated with each use.

The centre portion of the Project Area consists of the airport runways and taxiways; this use occupies the largest portion of the Project Area site. The terminal building, air traffic control tower, and other aviation support facilities are located on the east side of the Project Area. This area represents the most intensively used portion of the site with the greatest concentration of airport activities and associated buildings and structures.

The remainder of the Project Area is vacant, undeveloped land.

1.3.2 Existing Building Conditions

Historically, the majority of the Project Area has been used for various airport-related activities. Over the course of time, many of the buildings associated with these activities have been replaced with newer facilities. More recently, a large amount of capital investment has been expended to upgrade or replace many of the airport facilities, including the terminal building. In 2018, the expansion and renovation of the Air Terminal Building was completed. The secure departure lounge grew by 55% to provide passengers with comfort while waiting for their flights and the Customs Hall grew by 450% to accommodate Thunder Bay’s winter charter activities.

1.4 Public Consultation

A Public Meeting to consider this Community Improvement Plan was held on November 18, 2019.

1.5 Development Proposals

The Thunder Bay International Airports Authority Inc. (TBIAA) has been actively working towards new development at the Airport and the diversification of activities. Although there have only been three recipients of the previous Plan’s grant program, since 2003, 11 buildings have been either constructed or expanded at the Airport. This yields an absorption rate of approximately one new or expanded building on Airport lands every 18 months. TBIAA has contacted 49 companies regarding development at the Airport since 2003, underscoring the global competitive nature of aviation development.
2.0 COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN POLICIES

2.1 Goals and Objectives

This Community Improvement Plan shares common goals with the Official Plan, which recognizes that initiatives in community improvement contribute significantly towards strengthening the local tax base, economic development, job creation, and the economic viability of the business community.

The plan aims to encourage employment growth and economic development by allowing the City of Thunder Bay to offer assistance in support of the introduction, expansion, or improvement of development, which is associated with aerospace activities at the Airport.

The Airport Development Grant Program shall be the vehicle through which assistance is offered.

2.2 Airport Development Grant Program

The Airport Development Grant Program will enable the City to grant back to businesses (owners, tenants, and assignees) all incremental increases in municipal property taxes resulting from new aerospace related development on Airport lands for up to 25 years.

The increase in taxes, or tax increment, is calculated by subtracting the municipal portion of property taxes before reassessment from the municipal portion of property taxes after the reassessment. Forgiving the incremental increases in taxes is an ideal way to provide incentives because it does not erode the existing tax base and the incentives are self-financing. However, the City must still recognize and collect these incremental taxes and budget for the corresponding “grant backs”, on an annual basis within the municipal budget.

2.3.1 Grant Amount

The total annual amount of each grant will be limited to the amount that the municipal property taxes have increased as a direct result of any eligible development, provided that the total the grant does not exceed the cost of such eligible development.

Specifically, this program will provide grants to property owners, tenants, or assignees who undertake the development or redevelopment of their properties that will result in a re-assessment of the properties. The amount of the grant will be determined by the Director of Revenue based upon the incremental increase in the municipal property taxes that result from the reassessment of the property based on the work being done.

The total amount of the grants provided will not exceed the value of the work done that resulted in the re-assessment. For this reason, the total value of construction and other associated eligible costs, plus the amount of the municipal taxes paid prior to, and after the development, will have to be known. "Municipal taxes" under this program refers to only the general portion of municipal taxes and does not include any other taxes or
amounts, including but not limited to education taxes and urban service and special area rate levies such as public transportation.

The program will not exempt property owners from an increase in municipal taxes due to a general tax rate increase or a change in assessment for any other reason after the property has been improved.

2.3.2 Duration of Grant

Each year, once the property taxes are paid in full for that year, the City will issue a grant payment to the applicant, tenant, or assignee equivalent to the increase in municipal taxes. These grant payments will be issued for 25 years or up to the time when total grant payments equal total eligible program costs, whichever comes first. At the conclusion of the grant program the property owner will be required to pay the full amount of the taxes owing with no rebate.

2.3.3 Eligible Works

Eligible works will include any works that meet the definition of “aerospace-related” in in this Community Improvement Plan. “Aerospace-related” is an adjective phrase that describes a use directly associated with or directly related to the operation of an airport.

Also, for the purpose of this Community Improvement Plan, “works” means any alteration, addition, or repair to, or any construction, erection, or installation on any land and includes the demolition or removal of any building, structure, infrastructure, or parts thereof, but does not include buildings, structures, or fixtures which merely rest on the land and which could be removed at will without changing the character of the land itself.

2.3.4 Eligibility Criteria

The eligibility requirements for this program will be as follows:

(a) Eligible development costs include the costs of:

   a. Environmental site assessment
   b. Environmental remediation
   c. Development, redevelopment, construction, and reconstruction of buildings based on the value of construction undertaken pursuant to a building permit and constructed in accordance with the Ontario Building Code and applicable zoning requirements, and shall conform to any applicable design guidelines or site plan control applying to the property.

(b) The property must be located within the boundaries of the Airport Community Improvement Plan Project Area (see Figure 1)

(c) To qualify, property owners or tenants must satisfy the following conditions:
a. Prior to making an application for financial incentives, pre-consultation with Planning Services and other City staff is required

b. Applicants are required to submit a complete application to the Planning Services Division describing (in detail) the development, redevelopment or adaptive reuse that is planned. This may include reports, conceptual site plans, business plans, estimates, contracts and other details as may be required to satisfy the City with respect to conformity of the project with the Community Improvement Plan. Application requirements will be clearly articulated at or following a pre-consultation meeting with City staff.

c. Property taxes must be in good standing at the time of application and at the end of each year during the grant period. If property taxes are not paid in full by December 31 for any given year, the grant will not be approved for that year.

d. Proposals must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the City (i.e. by business plan or other means) that it will provide a measurable public benefit.

e. Grants are only available for the development or redevelopment of aerospace-related uses as defined in Eligible Works Section 2.3.3.

f. All work approved under the grant program must conform to all Provincial laws, municipal by-laws, policies, procedures, standards and guidelines, including applicable Official Plan and Zoning By-law requirements. This includes a requirement for a municipal building permit in accordance with the Ontario Building Code.

g. Applications must be submitted prior to commencement of any eligible works being undertaken (i.e. costs incurred prior to application may not be eligible for inclusion in the grant program).

h. Applicants approved for the grant program will be required to complete the approved works within timeframes agreed to by the City.

i. If any of the eligible work under the grant program is not completed as approved, if a building erected on a property participating in a grant program is demolished before the program ceases or is destroyed by fire or other natural disasters, or if a property owner fails to meet any of the program requirements and/or terms and conditions, the grant may be delayed, reduced, cancelled or repayment of the grant may be required by the City.

j. Proof of actual costs associated with the rehabilitation or development of lands and buildings must be submitted to the Planning Services Division.

k. Any outstanding work orders and/or other charges from the City (including tax arrears) against the subject property must be addressed to the satisfaction of the City prior to the grant being paid, or be addressed as part of the proposed work.
l. If the applicant is in default of any of the general or program specific requirements, or any other requirements of the City, the City may delay, reduce, cancel, and/or require repayment of the approved grant.

2.5 Implementation

The actual costs of the work done will be supplied to the City upon completion of the project. Payment of the grant under the program, will be based on the City’s review and satisfaction will all reports and documentation submitted outlining the full scope and cost of the work completed. Any and all of these costs may be subject to an independent audit at the request of the City and at the expense of the property owner.

The Planning Services Division in consultation with the Financial Services Division, will be responsible for the administration of the program. The implementation of this program and the calculation of the grants, will be at the sole discretion of the City. All grants will be awarded on an individual basis. Final decisions on applications and allocation of funds shall be made by City Council unless City Council has expressly delegated its authority to City staff. Further, if City Council delegates its authority, then the applicant shall be afforded an opportunity to appeal the staff decision to Council or an appropriate Committee of Council.

The City may review or amend any of the terms of the Airport Development Grant Program described in this Community Improvement Plan without amendment to the Plan.

The City shall begin accepting applications for Airport Development Grant Program on the date this Community Improvement Plan is approved by City Council.

This Community Improvement Plan shall remain in effect and applications for the Airport Development Grant Program will be accepted until December 31, 2030.

2.6 Marketing

The Program introduced in this Community Improvement Plan will be promoted on the City’s website and through the Community Economic Development Corporation. Opportunities to share information about the Program through the Real Estate Board, Chamber of Commerce, and other organizations will also be explored.

2.7 Monitoring

To monitor the success of the Community Improvement Plan, the following data will be collected and reviewed annually to determine if the Program is achieving the desired results and to evaluate whether Program adjustments are required.

- Number of projects that resulted in an increase in municipal assessment;
- Gross floor area of aerospace-related industrial or commercial space rehabilitated or constructed;
- Land area remediated and/or redeveloped.
3.0 CONCLUSION

This Community Improvement Plan provides the legislative basis and context for a grant program that will support growth and economic development by allowing the City of Thunder Bay to grant back, for up to 25 years, incremental increases in the municipal portion of property taxes resulting from the introduction, expansion, or improvement of aerospace related development at the Thunder Bay International Airport.

Issues outside the purview of this Plan, but supportive of further development in the Thunder Bay International Airport area, such as amendments to the Zoning By-law, preservation of the natural environment, land use compatibility, and airport noise mitigation, will continue to be examined.
FIGURES

Figure 1: Thunder Bay International Airport- Community Improvement Plan Project Area
APPENDICES

Appendix A: Official Plan Community Improvement Policies

City of Thunder Official Plan, Pages 102-103

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT

Objectives

The objectives of the Community Improvement polices are to:

• enhance the quality of the physical environment and environmental condition of the community through the proper maintenance, preservation, improvement, and adaptive reuse of existing buildings or landscapes;
• provide appropriate municipal infrastructure and services in support of private sector initiatives;
• promote sustainable development through compact urban form, intensification, mixed uses, revitalization, conservation and increased transit use;
• encourage private owners to upgrade, rehabilitate, or redevelop their buildings and land holdings in accordance with the policies of this Plan;
• undertake comprehensive community improvement projects in designated Community Improvement Project Areas to foster community pride, attract new business investment and residents;
• realize the highest value for public expenditures; and, increase community safety through the application of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design principles in all development projects.

Community Improvement Project Areas

It is the intent of this Plan to maintain the greatest degree of flexibility possible in selecting Community Improvement Project Areas. Therefore, lands within any land use designation, except for the Rural designations, may be considered in the selection of Community Improvement Project Areas.

The City may, by by-law, and in accordance with the policies of this Plan, designate lands as Community Improvement Project Areas as defined in the Planning Act.

Selection Criteria

Areas are to be selected on the basis of the following considerations:

• condition and adequacy of municipal infrastructure or services;
• condition and adequacy of municipal recreational services and facilities such as parks, arenas or community centres;
• condition and appearance of buildings or structures which require upgrading, rehabilitation, or redevelopment;
• presence of, and potential for, major open space areas with facilities that serve the entire community;
• presence of residential, commercial, industrial, or institutional areas which require streetscape and/or façade improvement;
• existence of, or potential for the establishment of, Business Improvement Areas;
• presence of vacant lots and/or commercial buildings;
• condition and adequacy of off-street parking facilities;
• need for transportation improvements, traffic realignment
• establishing or improving connections to the active transportation network;
• presence of properties designated under the Heritage Act, including individual properties and Heritage Conservation Districts;
• presence of incompatible land uses;
• presence of soil contamination; and/or,
• opportunity to improve community safety.

Community Improvement Plans

Community Improvement Plans will be prepared, where necessary, for designated Community Improvement Project Areas.

Community Improvement Plans and programs will encourage the preservation and rehabilitation of natural heritage features and areas, and cultural heritage resources.

Where necessary, the City may acquire, hold, and clear land for community improvement in accordance with approved Community Improvement Plans.

The City may offer grants or loans for community improvement in accordance with approved Community Improvement Plans.

The City will co-ordinate capital works projects in order to implement identified community improvement projects in an efficient and orderly manner.

The City will foster partnership ventures between public and private sectors to achieve the objectives of community improvement.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION AND PUBLIC MEETING CONCERNING THE PROPOSED AIRPORT COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN

The Public is invited to attend a Public Meeting, which City Council will be holding on:
Monday, November 18, 2019, 6:30 pm
Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City Hall
500 Donald St E

Purpose of Public Meeting:
The purpose of the Public Meeting is to allow Council to receive comments from the public and recommendations from administration regarding the proposed Airport Community Improvement Plan (CIP).

Purpose and effect of Proposed Amendment:
The purpose of the CIP is to guide the City of Thunder Bay's efforts to encourage the construction and improvement of aerospace-related developments on Thunder Bay International Airport lands and to develop a financial incentive program.

Once approved by Council, the CIP will enable the City to give financial incentives to property owners for the development or redevelopment of lands for aerospace-related uses within the Airport lands. The lands affected by the CIP are shown on the key map.

Right to Appeal:
Only individuals, corporations and public bodies may appeal a by-law to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal. A notice of appeal may not be filed by an unincorporated association or group. However, a notice of appeal may be filed in the name of an individual who is a member of the association or the group on its behalf.

No person or public body shall be added as a party to the hearing of the appeal unless, before the by-law was passed, the person or public body made oral submissions at a public meeting or written submissions to the council or, in the opinion of the Tribunal, there are reasonable grounds to add the person or public body as a party.

For more information:
If you wish to be notified of Council’s decision regarding this plan, please make a written request to:
Krista Power, City Clerk
City of Thunder Bay
500 Donald St. E.
Thunder Bay, ON P7E 5V3

If you have any questions about this notice or you require accessible accommodations or materials, please contact J. Fazio, Planner II at (807) 625-2704, fax: (807) 625-2206, or email: jfazio@thunderbay.ca

The Corporate Report to be considered at the public meeting will be made available for viewing on Wednesday, November 13, 2019 at the Planning Division, Development Services Department, 2nd Floor — Victoriaville Civic Centre, 111 S. Syndicate Ave. between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. and online at thunderbay.ca/agendas
A By-law to designate lands within the City of Thunder Bay as a Community Improvement Project Area (Thunder Bay International Airport).

WHEREAS authority is provided pursuant to subsection 28(2) of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990, as amended, to pass by-laws to designate a Community Improvement Project Area;

AND WHEREAS the Council of The Corporation of the City of Thunder Bay has an Official Plan that contains provisions relating to community improvement;

AND WHEREAS the lands shown on Schedule "A" to this By-law are eligible for designation as a Community Improvement Project Area in accordance with the policies of the Official Plan of The Corporation of the City of Thunder Bay for community improvement;

AND WHEREAS The Council of The Corporation of the City of Thunder Bay deems it in the interest of the Municipality to designate the Thunder Bay International Airport of The Corporation of the City of Thunder Bay as a Community Improvement Project Area;

NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF THUNDER BAY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

1. The lands, situate, lying and being in the City of Thunder Bay and being composed of those areas of land shown on Schedule "A" attached, are designated as a Community Improvement Project Area.

2. This By-law shall come into force and take effect on the day of the final passing thereof.

Enacted and passed this 14th day of July, A.D. 2003 as witnessed by the Seal of the Corporation and the hands of its proper Officers.

[Signature]
ACTING Mayor

[Signature]
City Clerk

Read a First and Second time this 14th day of July, A.D., 2003

Read a Third Time and finally passed this 14th day of July, A.D., 2003
THUNDER BAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT AREA

PROJECT AREA BOUNDARY

THIS IS SCHEDULE "A" TO BY-LAW NUMBER 155-2003

ACTING MAYOR

CITY CLERK